
Abstract

TOBUREN, MARK CHRISTOPHER. Power Analysis and Instruction Schedul-

ing for Reduced di/dt in the Execution Core of High-Performance Microprocessors.

(Under the direction of Dr. Thomas M. Conte.)

Power dissipation is becoming a �rst-order design issue in high-performance mi-

croprocessors as clock speeds and transistor densities continue to increase. As power

dissipation levels rise, the cooling and reliability of high-performance processors be-

comes a major issue. This implies that signi�cant research needs to be done in the

area of architectural techniques for reducing power dissipation.

One major contributor to a processor's average peak power dissipation is the pres-

ence of high di=dt in its execution core. High-energy instructions scheduled together

in a single cycle can result in large current spikes during execution. In the presence

of heavily weighted regions of code, these current spikes can cause increases in the

processor's average peak power dissipation. However, if the compiler produces large

enough regions, a certain amount of schedule slack should exist, providing opportu-

nities for scheduling optimizations based on per-cycle energy constraints.

This thesis proposes a novel approach to instruction scheduling based on the con-

cept of schedule slack, which builds energy e�cient schedules by limiting the energy

dissipated in a single cycle. In this manner, a more uniform di=dt curve is generated

resulting in a decrease in the execution core's average peak power dissipation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

1.1 Overview

Power dissipation is increasingly becoming a major design constraint in today's high-

performance microprocessors. As processor designers continue to push the limits

of clock speed and transistor densities, the corresponing levels of total chip power

dissipation are increasing proportionally. We can see this e�ect through the simple

equation for dynamic power dissipation:

Pd = CLV
2

ddf (1.1)

Where CL is the total load capacitance on all nodes, Vdd is the supply voltage, and

f is the operating frequency. As transistor densities increase so does the total load

capacitance because there are inherently more nodes. Advanced process technology

does provide some relief from the power dissipation problem in that it allows for lower

supply voltages. From Equation 1.1 it can be derived that a 1 volt reduction in supply

voltage can provide a factor of 4 reduction in the dynamic power dissipation. However,
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the rapid growth in clock frequencies and transistor densities are overpowering the

advances in process technology, so power dissipation continues to rise along with those

two factors.

The problem which is now arising as a result of increasing levels of power dissipa-

tion is that of packaging. As power dissipation reaches higher and higher Wattages,

packaging technology is becoming a limiting factor. Architects and designers are be-

gining to be forced to implement designs based on projected package capabilities.

This has not been a primary design constraint in the past. As an illustration, Table

1.1 shows power dissipation trends in some of today's high-end processors, [1].

Thus, we are faced with an interesting question, \What can be done to enable us

as architects to continue to push transistor densities and clock frequencies without

having to worry so much about whether the package will be able to handle the heat

coming o� of the die?" It is the conjecture of this thesis that the answer lies in

architectural and compiler optimizations for reduced power dissipation.

1.2 Power Dissipation In CMOS Circuits

In order to answer the question posed above, there must �rst exist a fundamental

understanding of power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits. There are three major

components to CMOS power dissipation: static dissipation, dynamic dissipation, and

short-circuit dissipation, [2].

Static dissipation occurs as a result of leakage current from reverse biased parasitic
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Table 1.1: Power dissipation trends in modern high-performance processors. The

data described below, from left to right, are peak power dissipation, clock speed, chip

area, transistor count, and process technology, [1].

Processor Peak W Clk Area # Trans. Tech

(MHz) (mm2) (106) (�m)

Pentium Pro 29.4 166 195 5.5 0.35

Pentium II Xeon 23.3 400 131 7.5 0.25

Alpha 21164 50 300 299 9.3 0.5

Alpha 21264 72 667 302 15.2 0.35

Alpha 21364 100 1000 350 100 0.18

HP PA 8000 40 180 345 3.9 0.5

MIPS R10000 30 195 298 6.8 0.35

SPARC ULTRA II 25 250 149 5.4 0.35

Power PC 704 85 533 150 2.7 0.5

AMD K6 28.3 233 162 8.8 0.35

diodes between di�usion regions and the device substrate. The total static power

dissipation, as given in Equation 1.2, can be obtained by taking the sum of the

leakage current times the supply voltage across all devices (n).

Ps =
nX
1

(Ileakage � Vdd) (1.2)

A more signi�cant contributor to static dissipation may result from subthreshold

conduction of the p- and n-type devices [2], [5]. High-performance processors whose

designs are driven by speed typically employ devices which have very small threshold

voltages. As a result, these devices result in much more signi�cant subthreshold

conduction. As an example, the DC power dissipation of the Compaq Alpha 21264,

2W , is almost fully attributed to subthreshold leakage, [5].
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The equation for dynamic dissipation was previously given in Equation 1.1, but

a short explanation is warranted here. Dynamic dissipation arises as the result of

current begin driven to switch capacitive loads on gate outputs which result from

wiring capacitance and gate capacitance of fanout devices. Intuitively, as the load

capacitance increases, the charging/discharging current must also increase, thereby

increasing the dynamic power dissipation. In addition to the load capacitance, the

dynamic element is also dependent on the frequency at which the load is switched as

well as the supply voltage. Thus giving Equation 1.1 as the dynamic dissipation.

The �nal element, short-circuit dissipation, occurs as a result of DC paths from

Vdd to ground (Vss) resulting from simultaneous conduction of p- and n-type devices.

This simultaneous conduction allows for short bursts of current between the two sup-

ply nodes resulting in increased power. The e�ects of short-circuit dissipation are

brought about by �nite signal rise and fall times. During the rising/falling edge of

a given signal there is a period of time during which both p- and n-type devices

are conducting. However, short-circuit dissipation is typically dominated by the ca-

pacitive element of dynamic dissipation in high-performance processors due to their

signi�cantly high levels of load capacitance and their typically fast edge rates.

1.3 Previous Work In Low-Power Design

Now that a basic understanding of CMOS power dissipation has been established,

answers to the above question become much more evident. The following section
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discusses several approaches to alleviating the power dissipation problem ranging from

circuit level techniques all the way up to architectural level and compiler techniques.

This discussion provides motivation for the remaining chapters of this thesis.

1.3.1 Circuit Techniques

Until recently researchers have focused primarily on attacking the power problem at

the circuit level. A large body of work on low-power circuit design techniques exists

in the literature. A good overview of modern low-power circuit techniques is given in

[3] by Horowitz, et al. In this work the authors discuss several important low-power

design issues and evaluate their goodness with respect to the Energy*Delay product.

More speci�cally the authors discuss how techniques such as supply voltage scaling,

transistor sizing, adiabatic circuits, technology scaling and transition reduction can

be used to balance power and performance.

The supply voltage directly a�ects the dynamic power dissipation as shown in

Equation 1.1. If supply voltage is reduced, then dynamic power dissipation can be

reduced by a factor of four due to the quadratic term on Vdd. However lower supply

voltage generally translates into slower circuits as demonstrated by Equation 1.3 given

in [4]:

td = k � (CLVdd=(Vdd � Vth)
2) (1.3)

If the load capacitance, CL, and the threshold voltage, Vth, are constant, the delay
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time, as given in Equation 1.3, will increase as the supply voltage, Vdd, decreases. To

compensate for the loss in performance, threshold voltage can be scaled down which,

if done in proportion to the supply voltage scaling, should provide a corresponding

decrease in delay time. Horowitz, et al. refer to this technique as technology scaling.

However, they point out that the problem with technology scaling is that threshold

voltage does not generally scale with supply voltage.

Horowitz, et al. also discuss techniques for reducing the number of transistions

on a node which directly a�ects the dynamic power dissipation by reducing the fre-

quency term. A �nal technique, which again implies a power/performance trade-o�,

is transistor sizing. Smaller transistors result in less energy, but they also lead to

reduction in performance. On the other hand, large transistors provide performance

gains but are large energy comsumers. Horowitz, et al. de�ne the optimum balance

as the point where transistor and wire loading are the same, thus providing the best

performance for the least amount of power.

In addition to the summary work done by Horowitz, et al., the work presented

in [5] and [6] provides on overview of speci�c techniques used in the design of the

Compaq Alpha 21264 to minimize power dissipation. In [5] Gowan, et al. cite four

speci�c techniques used in the 21264: reduced supply voltage (Vdd), low-swing buses,

complementary and dynamic logic, and hierarchical clocking schemes. The bene�ts

of lowering the supply voltage have already been discussed. Low-swing buses provide

nodes that need limited voltage swing to change state which directly reduces the
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power due to switching of capacitive loads. This technique is particularly useful when

implementing long, heavily loaded buses. As an example, Gowan, et al. demonstrate

the power savings achieved in the 21264's Ebox by implementing the operand buses

as low-swing, di�erential buses. Operating at 600MHz and swinging from Vss to

Vdd, the worst-case power dissipation in the operand buses was estimated at 1.5W .

However, by designing the bus receivers to operate at 200mV of di�erential, the power

dissipation was reduced to 15mW .

The use of dynamic circuits also helped reduce the power dissipation of the 21264

in a number of ways. First, dynamic circuits reduce gate and load capacitance due to

the absence of the complementary p-device stack used in static gates. Second, the use

of dynamic gates eliminates extra power dissipation due to gitches. Finally, dynamic

gates can reduce crossover current by ensuring minimal overlap between precharge

and evaluate phases of operation. In contrast, the use of complementary logic allows

designers to limit the number of spurious transitions on input nodes. Gowan, et al.

found that this technique was especially useful in large blocks of control circuitry.

The �nal power saving technique discussed in [5] is the use of a hierarchical clock-

ing network. Hierarchical clocking resulted in reductions in both average and peak

power dissipation in the 21264. As detailed in [6], hierarchical clocking reduces power

in several ways. First, the use of regional major clocks which branch o� of the global

clock (GCLK) results in the ability to use smaller drivers and a less dense clock grid to

provide the same global clock skew and edge rates. In addition, the major clock grids
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can be individually sized depending on their loads, thus allowing greater freedom in

reducing total clock power. Second, the hierarchical scheme allows for conditional

clocking which enables designers to turn o� large sections of circuitry when not in use

resulting in reduced clock load. However, the drawbacks to the hierarchical scheme

are two-fold. First, an adverse e�ect of conditional clocking is increased di=dt on a

cycle-by-cycle basis. Second, timing analysis of this scheme is much more complex

than for a single-wire, global clock grid.

All of these techniques were employed in the Alpha 21264 to maintain manageable

power dissipation levels, but, despite their bene�ts, the 21264 still dissipates 72 Watts

on average. The Compaq Alpha family of processors is a good example of why low-

power circuit techniques are not su�cient and further research into architectural

power optimizations is necessary.

1.3.2 Microarchitecture Techniques

General

Although the circuit-level techniques discussed above are quite e�ective, their e�ec-

tiveness has a limited scope. In order to achieve signi�cant power savings, researchers

and designers must focus on the problem at a higher level. Recently a great deal of in-

terest has been sparked in the area of low-power microarchitecture. In [7] an overview

of microarchitectural techniques for reducing energy dissipation is given. It is shown

that the majority of the energy dissipation in high-performance superscalar proces-
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sors is due to 1) reading and writing to the on-chip caches and register �les and 2)

the clock network. Gonzalez and Horowitz suggest several optimizations that can

be performed to eliminate what they term wasted energy. First and foremost, they

suggest that clock gating be used to eliminate spurious transitions in the processor

pipeline. By eliminating unnecessary transitions in the pipeline latches, the total

power dissipation in their experimental processor was reduced by close to 15%. The

second energy optimization proposed in [7] is selective activation of major macro-cells

in the design, speci�cally the caches and the register �le. By restricting cache and

register �le accesses, 8% of the total energy dissipation was saved. The �nal opti-

mization discussed is to pre-decode instructions coming from the second level cache

and to store additional bits in the I-cache to determine if operands of speculative

instructions actually need to be read from the register �le. In doing this the total

number of register �le accesses is reduced without seriously a�ecting the e�ectiveness

of speculative execution.

The bene�ts of the techniques presented in [7] are clear, but the problem is that,

after optimizing a design to minimize energy dissipation in the on-chip memories and

the clock network, there is little room for major energy savings in any single processor

block because the remaining energy being dissipated in the chip is somewhat thinly

dispersed across the remaining processor units. Thus, the remaining blocks of the

processor need to be optimized as a whole in order to obtain additional signi�cant

power savings.
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Memory Hierarchy

As stated in [7], approximately 50% of the total power dissipated in high-performance

processors comes from the clock network and the on-chip memories. Consequently,

most research in the realm of low-power microarchitecture has been focused on the

memory hierarchy. There is a large body of research which deals with low-power cache

and TLB designs. In [8], Su and Despain provide an excellent overview of energy

consumption in high-performance caches, and they suggest several novel techniques

for providing low-energy, high-performance cache structures. In [8] the total cache

energy is broken down into the sum of three components: the address path energy,

Eaddr, the memory cell array energy, Ecell, and the I/O path energy, Ei=o. The

authors further break these components down as follows. The address path energy

is dominated by the capacitance that is switched on the memory address bus. The

capacitance driven by the address decoder is negligible compared to that of the address

bus. So Eaddr is determined by multiplying the address bus swicthing rate by some

scale factor. The memory cell array component, Ecell, is determined by taking the

summation of the tag and memory array access frequencies. The reason behind this

is the majority of today's high-performance caches are designed using dynamic, as

opposed to static, logic. Therefore, all of the bit lines in the memory arrays are

precharged on each access, and whether a speci�c line's value is a logic-0 or a logic-1

is insigni�cant because all lines will incur the same voltage swing. So the energy of the

memory cell arrays is purely dependent on the number of times the array is accessed.
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The �nal component, Ei=o, is estimated in much the same way as the address path

energy. Ei=o is determined by taking the summation of the weighted bit switching

rates on the address and data I/O pads.

Su and Despain discuss three novel techniques for building low-energy caches in [8].

The �rst technique they discuss is the idea of block bu�ering which involves placing

a small cache-like bu�er between the CPU and the �rst-level cache which holds the

most recently accessed blocks from the cache. The idea behind this technique is that

if there is a signi�cant amount of spatial and temporal locality in the cache access

pattern, then the number of cache accesses can be reduced by way of the block bu�er

providing the neccessary data. Experiments in [8] show that block bu�ering can lead

to cache energy consumption which is only 25% and 60% of that for traditional I-cache

and D-cache designs, respectively. Su and Despain also show that block bu�ering can

have a performance advantage over traditional cache designs. Since the access time

of the block bu�er is short as opposed to typical cache access times, the clock speed

of a processor with block bu�ering caches may be increased.

The second low-energy cache design technique discussed in [8] is cache sub-banking.

Cache sub-banking is based on the concept that the speci�c location of the requested

data inside of a cache block is known from the cache address. Hence if the data

memory is split into sub-banks, or columns, which are one data word long, then only

the desired sub-bank needs to be accessed in order to fetch the requested data chunk.

In this way the amount of extra energy consumed by accessing unneeded data is
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signi�cantly reduced. The authors point out that the advantage of sub-banking over

block bu�ering is that the amount of energy savings is independent of the spatial

locality of the data being accessed. In addition the performance of the sub-banked

cache is comparable to that of traditional cache designs since the sub-bank selection

logic is simple and does not a�ect the cache access time. Sub-banking does have

one disadvantage with respect to block bu�ering which is that sub-banking does not

reduce the energy consumed in the tag memory array. The authors point out that

this is more of a problem when the block size is relatively small. In [8] the energy

savings of the sub-banking technique is shown to be approximately 90% of the energy

consumed by traditional I-cache and D-cache designs.

The �nal low-energy technique presented by Su and Despain involves optimizing

the energy in the address and I/O paths. The authors propose the use of Gray code

addressing in order to minimize the amount of bit switching on the cache address

and I/O address paths which dominate the energy dissipation in those two areas as

discussed previously. In [8] the data presented shows that the use of Gray code ad-

dressing can signi�cantly decrease the amount of bit switching in both paths resulting

in further energy savings in the cache hierarchy1.

In a related work on low-energy cache design, [9], Kin, et al. introduce a structure

called the �lter cache. The �lter cache resembles the block bu�er of [8] discussed

1The study of Gray code addressing and other encoding techniques for reducing power is not

limited to cache buses but has been applied with respect to system buses and state assignment as

well and is extensively covered in the literature.
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above. However, the �lter cache is a signi�cantly larger structure than the block

bu�er. The �lter cache acts as an L0 cache in front of the traditional L1 cache(s).

This organization does lead to increased access time to the L1 cache, but the authors

show that the performance degradation incurred is more than compensated for with

the reduction in energy consumption provided. [9] shows an average reduction of the

Energy*Delay product, [7], of 51%. Although the performance loss of the �lter cache

technique may not be acceptabel for high-performance desktop processors, it may be

a viable architectural option for embedded processors.

The discussion on low-power caches above is certainly not all encompassing. There

is much more work in the research community which deals with reducing the power

consumption and dissipation caused by processor caches and TLBs, [10], [11], [12].

However, the above discussion provides a solid overview of the type of research that

is being conducted in this area.

Processor Pipeline

Most of today's high-performance processors employ such features as out-of-order

execution, speculative execution through accurate branch prediction, and advanced

compiler optimizations to increase the amount of instruction-level parallelism (ILP)

seen by the processor. By doing so, processor resources such as execution units,

caches, etc. experience higher utilization. However, in addition to the performance

enhancements these features provide, the increased utilization of processor resources
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results in increased power dissipation.

Dynamically scheduled processors depend heavily on accurate branch prediction

in order to speculatively execute instructions across control-ow boundaries. However

many applications have relatively high branch misprediction rates. When branches

are mispredicted, the processor temporarily issues and executes instructions which lie

along the mispredicted control-ow path. This wrong-path execution results in excess

power dissipation. A technique to alleviate this problem was introduced in [13] which

gates the processor pipeline when a speci�c number of outstanding low-con�dence

branches exist in the fetch and decode stages. The pipeline is stalled until those

branches are resolved and the processor can be sure that it is issuing and executing

correct-path instructions. This technique, called pipeline gating, has been shown to

provide up to a 38% reduction in the number of wrong-path instructions while only

incurring an approximate 1% loss in performance, [13].

1.3.3 Compiler Techniques

In addition to the techniques discussed up to this point, there has been a small

amount of research in the area of using software, speci�cally compiler and scheduling

technology, to help manage and reduce processor power dissipation. This is the area

from which this thesis approaches the power dissipation problem, so the following

discussion is key in that it describes the previous software approaches, points out

their weaknesses, and gives insight into how compilers and instruction scheduling can
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be better used to combat this problem.

In [14] a technique called cold scheduling was combined with Gray code addressing

to reduce the switching activity in the control path of high-performance processors.

The cold scheduling algorithm works much the same as traditional list scheduling

with the exception that it schedules instructions based on a modi�ed priority scheme.

In cold scheduling the priority of an instruction is based on the power cost of that

instruction when it is scheduled following the previously scheduled instruction. The

power cost of an instruction is given by S(I; J) where S represents the switching activ-

ity caused by executing instruction I after instruction J . The power costs are stored

as entries in a power table. Instructions with lower S values have higher priority, and

after each instruction is scheduled the power cost of each remaining instruction in the

ready-list must be recalculated before scheduling the next instruction.

Although the authors in [14] report an average reduction in switching activity of

20-30% due to the combination of cold scheduling and Gray code addressing, there are

several problems with this approach that need to be pointed out. First, it has been

argued by some researchers that the switching overhead between di�erent instructions

in the pipeline control path is not signi�cant enough to warrant such approaches.

Indeed, the work in [15] and [16] support this stance. However, as shown in [17], this

conjecture does not hold for all processors. Therefore, this technique is not applicable

for all processor architectures. Second, the cold scheduling algorithm relies on a large

table which stores the power cost of all possible instruction combinations for a region
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of code. Depending on the region formation algorithm, the size of this table could grow

rather large. Finally, this table must be accessed several times after each instruction

is scheduled. These last two points may result in signi�cant increases in schedule

time.

A di�ering approach to low-power instruction scheduling from that proposed in

[14] is introduced by Tiwari, et al. in [15] and [16]. The goal in these works is

to reschedule code such that instructions are more judiciously chosen as opposed to

actually reordering instructions to reduce power. In order to achieve their goal of low-

power schedules, the authors implement a methodology for determining the energy

consumption of a single instruction in which they actually hand measure the current

through the processor when that instruction is executed. From these measurements

a table of energy data for individual instructions and pairs of instructions is built

and referenced during the instruction scheduling phase. In their work Tiwari, et al.

reschedule code to use instructions and instruction pairs which require less energy

- basically, strength reduction and instruction collapsing. The selection of these in-

structions is based on the energy analysis mentioned above and on factors such as

register accesses as opposed to memory accesses and lower latency instructions which

provide the same functionality. In addition to the individual instruction analysis the

authors consider circuit state overhead which is the overhead refered to in [14]. In

[15] and [16] the circuit state overhead is argued to be an insigni�cant factor in the

overall processor power consumption. However, after anaylzing a di�erent processor
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architecture in [17] in which circuit state overhead was a signi�cant contributor to the

total power comsumption, it was determined that the e�ect of circuit state overhead

is dependent on the processor in question.

As in [14], there are problems with the approach presented by Tiwari, et al. in [15],

[16], and [17] despite the reported energy savings of up to 40% after code rescheduling.

First, the process of hand measuring the current characteristics for all instructions and

instruction pairs, although valuable, is extremely time consuming especially in light

of the large instruction sets used in today's high-performance processors. Second,

like Su, et al., there is a rather large table needed for energy characteristic lookup

during code rescheduling. Again, this will lead to signi�cantly slower scheduling times

especially for large applications. Finally, the studies presented by Tiwari, et al. deal

only with embedded DSP processors, and they are insterested in power consumption

as opposed to power dissipation.

1.4 Research Contributions

The goal of this thesis is to present a novel approach to aid in solving the power

dissipation problem in today's high-performance processors. Speci�cally, this thesis

deals with power dissipation in the context of statically scheduled, VLIW processors.

The techniques presented herein take advantage of modern compiler technology and

constraint-driven instruction scheduling to schedule code in a manner which controls

the levels of peak power dissipated by the processor execution core by eliminating
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large current spikes in the core during program execution.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis provides the details of the low-power scheduling algorithm

along with the energy analysis methods used to determine the energy characteristics

of the functional units used in this study. Chapter 2 discusses those techniques and

describes the software interface which provides the necessary energy information to

the instruction scheduler. Chapter 3 discusses the concepts which form the basis

of the work presented in this thesis along with in-depth analysis of the proposed

algorithm and the results from the studies performed on it. Chapter 4 discusses an

alternative approach to low-power scheduling aimed at amortizing the performance

cost of the base algorithm. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and discusses potential

avenues of future research regarding low-power scheduling and low-power processor

architecture in general.

1.6 Experimental Framework

All of the scheduling experiments in this thesis were run using the experimental LEGO

compiler developed by the TINKER microprocessor research group at North Carolina

State University. LEGO works with the TINKER instruction set, which is based upon

the PlayDoh architecture de�ned by the Compiler and Architecture Research Group

at HP Labs, [18].
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All experiments were performed using the SPEC95 integer benchmark suite. In

all cases, except when otherwise noted, scheduling was performed for an eight-issue

VLIW machine model called TINKER-8, which consists of three integer ALU units,

two load/store units, two oating-point units, and a single branch unit. All instruc-

tions have single-cycle latency except for loads, oating-point multiply, and oating-

point divide, which have latencies of two, three, and nine cycles, respectively. In

addition, all non-unit latency function units are fully pipelined.

The results for the low-power scheduling algorithm given in Chapter 3 with respect

to slowdown and di=dt savings are given as percentages of the total number of execu-

tion cycles and total energy per benchmark, respectively, for normal list-scheduling

using the region type under examination.
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Chapter 2

Energy Modeling

In order to perform any type of software scheduling for reduced power dissipation, the

compiler must have knowledge of the energy dissipation characteristics for each of the

processor's functional units. In addition, the energy models must be accurate for all

possible input combinations. For example, the energy model for a processor's integer

ALU must accurately reect the energy dissipated from that unit with respect to all

operation types and all possible operand combinations. The need for such accuracy

presents a problem when trying to develop highly accurate methods for generating

such models with respect to large bit-dependent circuits such as ALUs. The problem

that arises is due to the inherent dependency of the energy characteristics of such

structures on their input operands. Thus, to obtain highly accurate energy models,

one would need to run circuit simulations across the entire boolean space of the

circuit. However, for large structures such as a 64-bit Manchester adder, this is not

pheasible due to the size of that space and the time it would take to run such an

extremely large number of simulations. Therefore, the �rst portion of this chapter

deals with previous work on bit-dependent circuit energy analysis and how best to
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generate accurate, average energy models for the purpose of low-power instruction

scheduling.

In addition, to contrast the bit-dependent case, bit-independent circuit structures,

such as caches and register �les, will also be dealt with in terms of how to model

them with respect to energy dissipation. Bit-independent structures can be modeled

much easier than their bit-dependent counterparts since the energy dissipated from

those structures is not strictly dependent upon current and previous operand values.

In fact, most of these structures can be characterized by hand using implementation

speci�c data and a basic understanding of the power breakdown between the various

parts of each structure. The discussion of bit-independent circuit energy modeling

will be centered around the development of the energy models for the register �le

and the level-one caches used in the studies on low-power scheduling presented in the

next chapter.

2.1 Previous Work In Energy Analysis And Modeling

Fast, accurate circuit energy modeling has become an increasingly important area of

research in the microarchitecture and circuit design communities due to the emergence

of hand-held and portable devices requiring minimal power consumption and dissipa-

tion for increased battery life and reliability. In addition, general-purpose processor

manufacturers are also becoming increasingly involved in low-power design research

due to the potential problems of package cooling and device reliability that arise with
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increasing clock speeds and single-die transistor densities.

As discussed in the �rst chapter, power dissipation in a digital CMOS circuit

is primarily dependent on the switching characteristics of the circuit. In terms of

estimating circuit power dissipation, this quality signi�cantly complicates matters

because the switching characteristics of a piece of combinational circuitry may vary

signi�cantly depending upon the circuit's primary inputs. For large circuits, the

Boolean space of possible input combinations can be extremely large. In general, the

Boolean space of a combinational circuit with n inputs is of size 2n. However, in

reality the switching characteristics of a circuit depend on both the current inputs

as well as the previous inputs. So the actual number of possible input combinations

increases to 22n. This characteristic alone precludes the possibility of running detailed

device-level simulations across the entire Boolean space in order to characterize the

average power dissipated by a large combinational circuit. Such large combinational

structures are termed strongly pattern-dependent, [19].

This section aims at providing su�cient background information on e�ective tech-

niques for performing fast and accurate energy modeling for large CMOS circuits. In

general, two approaches to energy modeling will be discussed - probabilistic and de-

terministic.
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2.1.1 Probabilistic Energy Modeling

Over the course of the past �ve to ten years, researchers have proposed several dif-

ferent methodologies for estimating average power in large circuits by characterizing

input vector sets probabilistically, eliminating the need to run repeated detailed sim-

ulations over large vector suites, [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. In these approaches, the

primary inputs to the various energy analysis tools are represented as probabilistic

approximations of a larger set of real input vectors. These probabilistic inputs are

then propagated into the internal nodes of the circuit to obtain the probabilistic char-

acteristics of these signals. In essence, these techniques are still pattern-dependent

but much more weakly so than the direct simulation based techniques alluded to pre-

viously. Thus, a key issue in the design of a probabilistic energy modeling algorithm

is how to generate the transition probabilities and how best to represent them.

Two of the most common ways of de�ning probability measures for signal charac-

teristics are the signal probability and the transition density. The signal probability

for a node x is de�ned in [19] as \the average fraction of clock cycles in which the

steady state value of x is a logic high." The problem with using this measure and

similar measures of probability is that it is not a�ected in any way by the internal

delays of the circuit being analyzed. For many circuits this is a serious pitfall because

internal nodes may switch multiple times before settling down into their steady state.

This e�ect is commonly known as glitching and may contribute signi�cantly to the

total energy dissipated in a circuit. A probabilistic measure which accounts for the
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glitchy nature of internal circuit nodes is the transition density, which is de�ned in

[19] for a node x as \the average number of trasitions per second at node x."

A second issue which can seriously a�ect the accuracy of probabilistic techniques is

the modeling of spatial and temporal correlations among signals. Spatial correlations

refer to the dependence between the switching characteristics of separate, adjacent

nodes. Temporal correlations refer to the dependence between signal values on the

same node at consecutive time steps. The inclusion and proper modeling of spatial

and temporal correlations can have a signi�cant e�ect on how accurately a speci�c

algorithm is in estimating circuit energy. By probabilistically modeling signals which

are strongly spatially and/or temporally correlated one can easily overestimate energy

by including signal combinations in both realms which are not actually realizable in

the circuit. This e�ect is especially prevalent in the modeling of control circuitry.

The main bene�t of probabilistic energy modeling is the reduction in computa-

tion time necessary to characterize large circuits. However, this comes at the cost of

reduced accuracy in the generated energy models as compared to more deterministic

approaches. The loss in accuracy is dependent on what measures of probability are

employed and how spatial and temporal correlations are handled. Typically, employ-

ing more detailed probabilistic measures and detailed handling of signal correlations

results in increased computation time but produces better results.
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2.1.2 Deterministic Energy Modeling

To contrast the previous section on probabilistic energy modeling techniques, this

section presents the concept of deterministic energy modeling. Although these tech-

niques do involve detailed device-level simulations, they should not be characterized

as fully deterministic in the sense that they do not perform exhaustive simulations

accross the entire Boolean space in order to obtain energy characteristics. Instead,

these techniques propose that, given a set of test vectors, after a certain amount of

simulation time the observed power output from the given simulator will converge,

within certain error and con�dence bounds, to the average for the circuit under in-

vestigation. In essence, they are statistically deterministic. Works representative of

such techniques are described in [19], [24], [25], and [26].

The key to the success of these approaches is the manner in which the inputs

are provided and the criterion used to determine when the average power has been

reached. In each of the techniques described in the above works, the inputs to the

simulation engines employed are randomly generated. The main point in which these

techniques di�er is in the manner in which they determine when the average power

for the circuit in question has been reached. However, they are all statistical in nature

and each implementation allows the user to specify the relative error and con�dence

levels desired to control the simulation accuracy.

The bene�ts of the statistically deterministic methods are two-fold. First, they

can provide high levels of accuracy by using detailed simulations. In doing so, these
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approaches do not have to worry about the issues of spatial and temporal correlation

because they are handled naturally by virtue of fact that the actual internal node

transitions are modeled explicitly. Second, by using statistical methods to determine

when the average power has been reached by the simulator, the time necessary to

produce accurate results is greatly reduced as compared to a more fully deterministic

approach.

2.2 Initial Energy Model and Estimation Methods

This section presents the methodology used to generate the inital energy model used

in the next chapter's low-power instruction scheduling experiments. In particular, it

provides a detailed analysis of how the energy models for the bit-independent circuit

structures, namely the caches and register �le, were developed.

2.2.1 Estimation Methods for Bit-Independent Structures

Bit-independent circuit structures are circuits whose energy dissipation is not heavily

dependent upon the inputs to the circuit and in which one bit-slice's operation does

not generally a�ect another bit-slice's operation. Examples of bit-independent struc-

tures are registers, register �les, caches, and some logical operators. In contrast to

their bit-dependent counterparts, energy characterization of bit-independent circuits

can be easily and quickly carried out through simple, straight forward hand calcula-

tions. For the studies presented in this thesis relating to low-power scheduling, the
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major bit-independent circuits that were characterized were the register �les and the

level-one (L1) caches.

Register File Modeling

Most of the energy dissipated from the register �le comes from the charging and

discharging of the bit lines in the data array and the address lines leading into the

address decoders. Thus, the critical element in determining the energy dissipated by

the register �le is the number of read and write ports, R and W respectively, since

these factors determine the height of the register �le. From the number of read and

write ports the total height of the register �le can be de�ned by Equation 2.1 as

follows:

Hrf =

8>>><
>>>:

50� �Nw; if R+W � 5,

10� � (R +W ) �Nw; otherwise:

(2.1)

whereNw is the number of words or registers in the register �le and � is the technology

dependent scale factor. The equation above is based on the premise that a minimum

sized, stable storage cell is about 50� units in height and that, beyond the 50�

minimum, each additional word line is approximately 10� units in height, [27].

For the studies presented herein, it was assumed that register read operations

require di�erential bit lines, register write operations require only a single bit line,

and that all bit lines run the entire height of the data array. We also assume that,

during both read and write operations, half of the bit lines are discharged. Thus,
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the power supply will be required to charge those lines back to the precharge voltage

after they are discharged by the operation. This translates to the following equa-

tion which determines the total amount of capacitance in the bit lines that must be

charged/discharged on a read operation:

Cr = Hrf �B � (0:06fF=�) (2.2)

where Hrf is the height of the register �le as determined in Equation 2.1, B is the

bit width of the register �le, and the �nal term represents the capacitance per unit

length on the bit-line wires. Similarly, the total amount of capacitance charged in

the bit lines by a write operation is given in Equation 2.3. Again, it is assumed

here that write operations do not require di�erential bit ines, so the total capacitance

charged/discharged in the bit lines by a write is only half of that charged/discharged

by a read.

Cw = Hrf � (B=2) � (0:06fF=�) (2.3)

Equations 2.2 and 2.3 cover the capacitance charged in the bit lines of the data

array. The second major contributor to the register �le energy dissipation is the

capacitance charged by the address lines feeding the address decoders. For each

register �le access, a register address must be driven into a decoder which is Hrf

units in height. Equation 2.4 gives the total capacitance charged by the address lines
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feeding the decoder:

Cd = Hrf � log2(Nw) � (0:7fF=�) + (Nw=2) �Wp � (0:6fF=�) (2.4)

where Wp is the width of a pulldown device and there are Nw=2 pulldown devices

seen by each of the log2Nw wires entering the decoder array. From Equations 2.2,

2.3, and 2.4 the total energy dissipated for read and write register �le accesses can

be estimated by Equations 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.

Er = ((Cr + Cd) � V
2

dd)=2 (2.5)

Ew = ((Cw + Cd) � V
2

dd)=2 (2.6)

Level-One Cache Modeling

Energy modeling of level-one (L1) caches follows along the same logic as that for

the register �le with a few exceptions. The �rst major di�erence in L1 cache energy

modeling is that there is only one port each for read and write accesses and one

address decoder. Second, for the studies presented in this thesis, it is assumed that

words are packed four to a cache line, so Nw must be divided by four when calculating

the height of the cache as shown in Equation 2.7.

Hcache = 50� �Nw=4 (2.7)
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Recall from the discussion on register �le energy modeling in the previous section that

50� is the minimum height of a stable storage cell. Third, since the words are packed

four to a cache line, there are four times as many bit lines to be charged/discharged

during cache reads and writes. In addition, assuming caches constructed out of static

RAM (SRAM) cells, cache writes cost the same as cache reads in terms of the capac-

itance charged/discharged in the bit lines1.

C = Hcache � (B � 4) � (0:06fF=�) (2.8)

Equation 2.8 shows the modi�cation necessary to the register �le capacitance equa-

tions for L1 cache reads and writes. In addition, the capacitance switched in the

address lines feeding the decoder, Cd, follows Equation 2.4 where the height of the

register �le, Hrf , is replaced by the height of the cache, Hcache. Finally, the energy

required for any cache access is given by Equation 2.9:

Ec = ((C + Cd) � V
2

dd)=2 (2.9)

2.2.2 Base Processor Energy Model

This section will briey describe the energy models used in the low-power scheduling

studies presented in the next chapter. This model is based solely upon hand estima-

tion of the basic function unit (FU) types de�ned in the studied architecture. Several

1Both reads and writes are di�erential in SRAM.
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assumptions were made with respect to these calculations, and they will be presented

as the discussion progresses. The basis for these calculations were obtained from [27],

and portions of the data were extrapolated from a proprietary process technology and

adjusted so as to prevent disclosure of any proprietary information.

Base Energy Model

Table 2.1 shows the energy values used to chracterize the FUs used in our VLIW ma-

chine model. As mentioned previously, the energy values listed in the table calculated

by hand based on data received from [27].

Table 2.1: Function unit energy models. The data presented here is in nJ . All

numbers are average values for each FU type and have been normalized to a logical

unit whose energy dissipation is equal to 1nJ .

Function Unit Type Average Energy Dissipation (nJ)

Integer ALU 1.87

Load/Store 4.4

Branch 1.17

Several asssumptions were made during the initial model development. First, the

integer ALU (IALU) and branch unit energy values are normalized to a 1nJ per

operation logic block. Models for both units include the cost of register �le accesses

for reading and writing source and destination operands. The IALU energy model

is based on a 64-bit, blocked Manchester adder. Due to the time needed to develop
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good energy models, there currently is no di�erentiation in terms of energy for various

types of integer operations such as multiplies, divides, and shifts. Although the use

of the adder model is su�cient to provide the necessary information to the compiler

for use in low-power scheduling, this generalization with respect to the IALU energy

will result in reduced accuracy in terms of determining realistic cycle-by-cycle energy

dissipation during scheduling. The modeling of the various constituent parts of an

IALU, as well as oating-point structures and various other �ner-grain function units,

is the subject of current work, and the inclusion of these �ner-grain models in the low-

power scheduling infrastructure is discussed as a topic of future work in the concluding

chapter of this thesis.

Second, as previously mentioned in the sections on register �le and L1 cache

modeling, the capacitance per unit area values used to determine the load capacitance

values were scaled to prevent disclosure of proprietary process information. The

register �le parameters used in determining the energy cost of a register �le access are

as follows: 80 registers deep, 64 bits wide, 8 read ports, and 4 write ports. Similarly,

the parameters used to characterize the L1 caches are: 64KBytes total size and four

64-bit words to a cache line. Finally, loads and stores are assumed to be to the L1

caches only - we assume perfect L1 caches. The e�ects of cache misses on the total

power of a given schedule is left for future research.

The e�ects of the overall processor energy model on the proposed low-power

scheduling algorithm will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. In brief,
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the selection of per-cycle energy threshold values is heavily dependent upon the over-

all processor energy model in question, and the variance in individual FU energy

values bears directly upon the e�ectiveness of the proposed scheduling approach.

2.3 Energy Models And The MDES Machine Description

In order to perform static scheduling for a VLIW processor, the compiler must have

detailed information on all of the processor's hardware resources such as the type

of each functional unit, the functional unit latencies, and the available scheduling

options for each instruction type. In addition to this information, the compiler must

also have knowledge of the energy dissipation characteristics of each functional unit

in order to perform low-power scheduling. Therefore, a mechanism must exist which

can relate all of this relevant information to the compiler. For the studies presented

in this thesis, the MDES machine description language is used to interface with the

LEGO compiler and provide the hardware descriptions necessary, [28], [29].

The MDES language was developed in order to provide a simple mechanism for

de�ning new machine architectures for use in ILP architecture studies. The MDES

language provides mechanisms for de�ning di�erent types and numbers of functional

units, registers and register �les, reservation tables, operation types and di�erent

scheduling options for each type, etc. In addition, the MDES language and its as-

sociated compiler are designed in such a way as to allow the user to de�ne new

architectural features.
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It is through MDES that the energy dissipation characteristics are de�ned and

communicated to the compiler. Each type of functional unit that is de�ned in the

MDES is given an associated energy dissipation value which corresponds to the aver-

age energy dissipated from that unit in a single cycle. For pipelined functional units

we assume that the average energy value is dissipated during each individual cycle of

the unit's execution latency. The energy values for each functional unit are stored in a

table in the MDES internal representation, and an energy dissipation value is looked

up from that table for each instruction that is scheduled. The interaction between

the MDES and the compiler as well the low-power scheduling algorithm itself is the

topic of the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Low-Power Scheduling

3.1 Fundamental Concepts

The overall goal of the instruction scheduling technique presented here is to limit the

e�ects of high-energy instructions executing in parallel. If the compiler's instruction

scheduler schedules instructions which execute on high-energy functional units in

the same cycle and these instructions reside in heavily weighted blocks of code, then

current spikes will occur repeatedly during that block's execution. It is these repeated

current spikes which result in increased peak power dissipation in the processor's

execution core.

In order to reduce the total power dissipation in the FUs, a per-cycle energy

dissipation threshold is set inside the compiler so that the scheduler can schedule code

such that the energy dissipation across multiple cycles is more uniformly distributed

resulting in a more smooth di=dt curve across the execution time of the program.

Although the same amount of total energy will be dissipated, it is the conjecture of

this thesis that a more uniform distribution of energy dissipation across a program's
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execution will result in a lower average peak power dissipation.

3.1.1 Schedule Slack

In addition to scheduling for reduced di=dt, care must be taken to ensure that pro-

gram performance is maintained. In order to maintain reasonable levels of perfor-

mance there must exist a su�cient amount of schedule slack in the data dependence

graph (DDG) of each region being scheduled. Schedule slack provides the scheduler

room to move instructions down in the schedule into free schedule slots which result

from single, long dependence chains without negatively impacting the length of the

schedule.

A simple example DDG with schedule slack is shown in Figure 3.1. In this exam-

ple, the dependence chain from I1 to I3 determines the schedule length of the code.

For this example, assume these six instructions constitute a single basic block and

that I4, I5 and I6 are single-cycle latency instructions. Due to the dependence chain

represented by I1, I2 and I3 and the lack of dependences within the block on I4, I5, or

I6, the latter three instructions can be moved down in the schedule without a�ecting

the total length of the schedule. Of course, this freedom of movement also depends

upon resource constraints imposed by the architecture of the machine. The number

and latency of each type of function unit within the machine will determine such

constraints.

It is this phenomenon that provides the opportunity for moving instructions down
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I1 I4 I5 I6

I2

I3

Figure 3.1: A simple example DDG showing schedule slack. Assuming single-cycle

latencies for I4, I5, and I6, then according to the resource constraints of the machine,

these three instructions may be scheduled during any of the cycles during which the

dependence chain represented by I1, I2, and I3 is scheduled without a�ecting the total

schedule length of the code represented in the graph.

in the schedule in order to minimize the amount of energy being dissipated in the

processor functional units during any given cycle. However, in order for the proposed

algorithm to capitalize on the schedule slack that does exist, there needs to be a set of

instructions in each region which are not members of the schedule length determining

dependence chain and can be moved into those empty slots in existence. Otherwise,

there is little chance that energy violations will occur frequently enough to make

low-power scheduling necessary.
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3.1.2 Region Formation

From the above discussion it is evident that the degree to which the low-power schedul-

ing algorithm can succeed is determined in part by the region formation algorithm

employed by the compiler. Small, linear regions such as basic blocks do not provide

the opportunities necessary for low-power scheduling to succeed. In fact, as will be

demonstrated by the results in the upcoming section, basic blocks generally do not

produce schedules which result in signi�cant energy spikes. This is due to their lim-

ited size in terms of how many instructions reside in a typical basic block as well as

the limited parallelism which exists between the contained instructions, [34]. How-

ever, speculation by the scheduler will result in increased parallelism, leading to more

opportunities for low-power scheduling to be e�ective at the risk of overpopulating

the block. The impact of speculation on low-power scheduling will be discussed in

detail in later in this thesis.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a typical basic block taken from the 126.gcc

benchmark. In this example, the schedule length of the block is determined by the

dependence chain created by instructions I1, I2, I4, and I5. This leaves the remaining

instruction, I3, as the only instruction in the block which has slack.

Table 3.1 shows the schedule of the code from Figure 3.2 on a four-issue, universal

unit VLIWmachinemodel. Each instruction in this example has a single-cycle latency

with the exception of the load instruction (instruction I2 in Figure 3.2) which has a

latency of two cycles. The schedule shows that several empty slots exist as a result
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I1: r24 = r3 + 2
I2: r7  = LD(r24)
I3: PBRR(btr25)
I4: p26 = CMPP(r7 = 6)
I5: BRCT(btr25) if p26

Figure 3.2: Typical basic block code example. This is a sample basic block taken

from 126.gcc. This �gure shows that typical basic blocks are limited in size and, as a

result, contain limited ILP, [34].

of the dependence chain, but the limited parallelism within the block results in little

chance that an energy threshold violation will occur unless the threshold is su�ciently

low. Thus, from this example, it is clear that low-power scheduling will not be as

e�ective on regions that are relatively small and linear in nature.

A more robust, non-linear region, called a treegion, was introduced in [32] and [33].

A treegion consists of a tree shaped subgraph of a program's control ow graph (CFG)

in which all the nodes are basic blocks. Thus, treegions contain multiple control

paths which stem from the root of the treegion. This tree shaped topology containing

independent control paths signi�cantly increases the ILP seen by the scheduler and

results in higher performance schedules as compared to basic block and superblock
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Table 3.1: An example basic block schedule. This table provides the scheduled code

for the basic block given in Figure 3.2 on a four-issue, universal unit VLIW machine.

Unit 3Unit 2Unit 1Unit 0

r24 = r3 + 2 PBRR (btr25)

r7 = LD (r24)

BRCT (btr25) if p26

p26 = CMPP (r7 = 6)

Total schedule length = 5 cycles
Schedule length determined by dependence chain through I1, I2, I4, and I5

scheduling, [32]. One side e�ect of this increased performance is increased power

due to higher utilization in the processor's function units. However, due to the non-

linear nature of treegions and the increased availability of slack instructions from

the multiple, independent paths therein, treegions provide much more opportunity

for low-power scheduling optimizations. An example, treegion-formed CFG, as taken

from [32], is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.1.3 Energy Threshold Selection

The availability of schedule slack and the existence of a su�cient number of slack

instructions within each region are not the only factors which determine the success of

the low-power scheduling algorithm presented. A second factor, namely the per-cycle
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r1 = ld[A]
r2 = ld[B]
if (r1 > r2)
  goto bb2

r3 = r1 + r2
if (r3 < 100)
  goto bb3

r4 = 1
r5 = 2

r4 = 3
r5 = 4

r6 = 0
if (r5 == r2)
  goto bb6

r6 = 5

r6 = r3

r6 = r6 + r1

r8 = r4 + r5
r9 = r2 + r3

bb1
(100)

bb2
(60)

bb8
(40)

bb3
(35)

bb4
(25)

bb5

bb6

bb7

bb9

Figure 3.3: An example treegion-formed CFG. All treegions are marked by encom-

passing dotted lines.

energy dissipation threshold, also plays an integral role in determining the goodness

of the algorithm.

Threshold selection not only a�ects the amount of savings in di=dt achieved by the

algorithm, but it also bears directly on the amount of performance degradation seen

for each program. More speci�cally, the energy threshold is indirectly proportional

to both di=dt savings as well as performance loss. Therefore, it is imperative that

threshold selection be done carefully and with knowledge of how much power must

be saved and within what performance boundaries the algorithm must operate. A

small threshold value will provide signi�cant savings in di=dt but may also result in
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performance degradation which is intolerable for the speci�c machine or application

under consideration. The oposite case is also true. A relatively high threshold value

will not impact performance seriously, but, at the same time, may not provide the

power savings necessary.

A secondary issue which a�ects energy threshold selection is the distribution of

energy dissipation values given for the various FUs in the processor. A wide range of

energy values across the set of FUs is tolerable assuming the distribution is relatively

normal. However, in the case where there is a single FU whose average energy dissi-

pation signi�cantly exceeds those for the remaining FUs may force the selection of a

threshold value which will provide little to no savings in di=dt at all. This is due to

the fact that the threshold value must be greater than or equal to the largest of the

average energy dissipation values in the set of FU energy models. This inequality is

expressed in Equation 3.1,

TE � maxe2E[e] (3.1)

where TE is the energy threshold and E is the set of all FU energy values. Given

the situation where such an outlier exists, a secondary algorithm may be employed

to handle the scheduling of instructions which must execute on the associated FU.

The energy models used in the low-power scheduling studies presented in this

chapter were detailed in Table 2.1 in Chapter 2. Based on these models, four energy

threshold values were selected for study - 7nJ , 10nJ , 12nJ , and 15nJ . These values
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were selected based on preliminary studies which provided two indications - that the

point of diminishing returns in terms of di=dt savings occurs at a point just above

15nJ per cycle and that the performance degradation seen by the benchmarks used

was too excessive at thresholds below 7nJ per cycle.

The following sections detail the low-power scheduling algorithm, its implementa-

tion, and the results of the studies performed.

3.2 Low-Power Scheduling Algorithm

The low-power scheduling algorithm presented here is based upon the traditional list

scheduling algorithm as presented in [30] and [31]. The low-power algorithm varies

from list scheduling in that it performs energy dissipation checking before committing

an instruction to the schedule. Figure 3.4 provides a pseudo-code representation of

the base low-power scheduling algorithm.

The �rst step in the algorithm, once the ready-list has been established, is to

query the MDES for on open FU of the appropriate type. If there are no FUs of

the corresponding type, then the operation in question can not be scheduled in the

current cycle, and the algorithm moves on to the next operation in the ready-list.

Otherwise, the scheduler queries the MDES again to get the energy dissipation value

associated with the FU returned by the initial query. This value is added to the

current cycle total, which is kept by the scheduler, and the new value is compared to

the energy threshold, TE. If the new value is less than or equal to the threshold value,
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1 Region Formation

2 for each (Region)

3 {

4 Generate DDG for Region

5 low_power_schedule (DDG)

6 {

7 get first op in ready list

8 while all ops in the ready list have not been scheduled

9 {

10 while the next op is not the last in the ready list

11 {

12 if all dependences are satisfied

13 {

14 query MDES for an open FU of the proper type

15 if there is an open FU

16 {

17 query the MDES for the energy dissipation value of the FU

18 add the returned energy value to the current cycle total

19 if new cycle energy total exceeds cycle energy threshold

20 {

21 do not schedule op

22 continue with next op in the ready list

23 }

24 else schedule the instruction in the current cycle

25 }

26 }

27 continue with the next op in the ready list

28 }

29 increment the cycle counter and reset the op pointer to the

30 beginning of the ready list

31 }

32 }

33 }

Figure 3.4: Low-power scheduling algorithm.

then the operation is scheduled and scheduling proceeds with the next operation in

the ready-list. Otherwise, the operation is not scheduled and scheduling continues

with the next operation in the ready-list in order to check for lower energy consuming

operations.

Once all of the instructions in the ready-list have been examined for the current
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cycle, the cycle counter is incremented, the operation pointer is reset to the instruction

at the head of the ready-list, and scheduling resumes for the next cycle. In this

manner, the compiler controls the amount of energy that is dissipated during the

execution of each individual cycle creating a smoother di=dt curve across the entire

program's execution.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 demonstrate how the algorithm creates a smoother, more uni-

formly distributed energy curve for a piece of code. Both �gures show the energy dis-

sipated during a 120 cycle span of scheduled code from the 129.compress benchmark.

The �rst �gure, Figure 3.5, provides results in the context of basic block scheduling,

and the second �gure, Figure 3.6, represents results for treegion scheduling. Clearly,

the low-power algorithm e�ectively eliminates the large energy spikes which exceed

the threshold value, which in this case is 7nJ . It is these spikes that, if executed

with large frequency, result in increased average peak power dissipation. Thus, by

eliminating the spikes and creating a more uniform energy dissipation distribution, a

reduced level of average peak power dissipation can be achieved.

The studies presented in the next two sections correspond to low-power scheduling

based on basic blocks and treegions. The sorting algorithms used to sort the instruc-

tions in the two region types' DDGs are by dependence height and global weight, [32],

for basic blocks and treegions, respectively. In the initial studies performed in this

chapter, no special consideration is given to critical-path instructions during the sort-

ing of the DDGs. The consderation of critical paths and their e�ect on low-power
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Figure 3.5: Energy distribution example from 129.compress with basic block schedul-

ing. This energy distribution sample was taken during a 120 cycle span.

scheduling is left as the subject of the next chapter.

3.3 Basic Block Scheduling Studies

In order to clearly demonstrate the dependence of low-power scheduling on the amount

of schedule slack and the number of slack instructions provided by a particular region

type, the �rst set of studies presented were performed using basic block scheduling.

The graphs in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the total savings in di=dt and the slowdown,
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Figure 3.6: Energy distribution example from 129.compress with treegion scheduling.

This energy distribution sample was taken during a 120 cycle span.

respectively, for each benchmark. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the total savings in

di=dt and the slowdown numbers for the low-power scheduling experiments are given

as percentages of the total energy and total number of execution cycles, respectively,

for normal list scheduling of the region type under examination.

By examing Figure 3.7 and considering the previous discussion on basic block

characteristics, it is evident that basic block scheduling does not provide su�cient

schedule slack and slack instructions to obtain signi�cant savings in di=dt across the
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Figure 3.7: Total di=dt savings for basic block scheduling.

entire range of threshold values. The averages for di=dt savings and slowdown for

each threshold are listed in Table 3.2. Slowdown results correspond closely to the

results for di=dt savings. In addition to the e�ects of schedule slack on the results, an

examiniation of the graphs also provides insight into how threshold selection a�ects

the outcome of low-power scheduling.

The exception to the above generalizations with respect to di=dt savings and slow-

down can be seen in the results for 132.ijpeg. 132.ijpeg seems to experience signi�cant

savings in di=dt as well as much larger slowdowns than the other benchmarks. This
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Figure 3.8: Total slowdown for basic block scheduling.

Table 3.2: Averages for di=dt savings and slowdown for basic block scheduling.

Threshold Value Average di=dt Savings Average Slowdown

7nJ 11.1% 11.4%

10nJ 3.9% 2.7%

12nJ 2.3% 1.2%

15nJ 0.9% 0.4%

can be explained by taking a close look at the code characterisitcs within the bench-

mark. 132.ijpeg is an image compression/decompression program which manipulates

images residing in main memory. Thus, the code basically spends its time in three
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di�erent loops - loading images form memory, image processing, and storing processed

images back into memory. The key loops in terms of low-power scheduling are the

image loading and storing loops because loads and stores dissipate the most energy

in the machine model under consideration (refer to Table 2.1). Thus, the extra sav-

ings in di=dt are seen as a result of the repeated execution of high-energy loads and

stores. The increased slowdown, in this case, is directly related. Energy violations

due to loads and stores attempting to execute in parallel naturally force the delay

of some instructions which would otherwise be scheduled in the current cycle dur-

ing normal scheduling. Since, in the case of 132.ijpeg, these delays involve non-unit

latency instructions, the performance implications of these delays are ampli�ed.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 provide a di�erent visualization of the results for basic block

scheduling. These graphs show the distribution of di=dt savings and slowdown across

the range of threshold values studied. The data here gives a better indication of how

threshold selection a�ects both of these metrics. The most interesting portion on both

of these graphs is the segment between the 10nJ and the 7nJ data points. Here a

signi�cant increase in the slope of both curves is seen. In the context of basic blocks,

this behavior is what is expected. With respect to slowdown this behavior should

be natural for any region. This generalization is not necessarily true with respect to

savings in di=dt, but in the context of basic blocks it is. This is, again, due to the

limited ILP in basic blocks. As previously mentioned, the limited parallelism between

basic block instructions will prevent energy violations from occuring with any signi�-
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cance when threshold values are large with respect to the processor's energy models.

However, even in the context of the limited ILP in basic blocks, small threshold values

will result in a fairly signi�cant amount of energy violations. These energy violations

will enhance the savings in di=dt with respect to that of higher threshold values.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of di=dt savings for basic block scheduling across threhsolds.
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of slowdown for basic block scheduling across thresholds.

3.4 Treegion Scheduling Studies

The results from the previous section on basic block scheduling motivate the studies

presented in this section. Low-power scheduling must be given the opportunity to

move instructions around in order to achieve signi�cant reductions in di=dt while still

producing high-performance schedules. Basic blocks, due to their limited size and

ILP, do not provide this opporunity. Treegions, on the other hand, provide large

regions with instructions spanning multiple, independent control paths resulting in
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signi�cantly increased opportunities for low-power scheduling to move instructions

down in the schedule without seriously a�ecting performance.

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 provide the di=dt savings and slowdown results, respectively,

for treegion scheduling, and Table 3.3 provides a summary of the average results for

both metrics across the four thresholds studied. From the results shown in Figure

3.11, a signi�cant increase in the amount of di=dt savings available in treegions over

that which is available in basic blocks can be seen immediately. This is primarily

due to the increased ILP seen by the scheduler as a result of the topology of the

regions being scheduled. This increase in ILP translates into a potential increase in

energy spikes during execution exposing more opportunities for low-power scheduling

to smooth out the dynamic di=dt curve for the region in question. This increased

opportunity over basic block scheduling is demostrated clearly in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

From these graphs it can be seen that the increased ILP in treegions results in larger

energy spikes during normal scheduling allowing for increased savings when low-power

scheduling is enforced.

Table 3.3: Average for di=dt savings and slowdown for treegion scheduling.

Threshold Value Average di=dt Savings Average Slowdown

7nJ 32.3% 19.6%

10nJ 17.5% 6.9%

12nJ 12.0% 2.7%

15nJ 5.6% 0.6%
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Figure 3.11: Total di=dt savings for treegion scheduling.

The slowdowns presented in Figure 3.12 are somewhat surprising at �rst glance,

especially with respect to the smallest two threshold values. However, these results

can be explained with a detailed analysis of how the base implementation of low-

power scheduling handles critical paths in treegions. The most obvious issue a�ecting

slowdown is the disregard for the critical path through any treegion inherent in the

low-power scheduling algorithm. The implementation discussed to this point simply

proceeds down the ready-list, scheduling as many instructions as possible in each cycle

based on the energy threshold constraints. In this manner, critical-path instructions
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Figure 3.12: Total slowdown for treegion scheduling.

are just as likely to be delayed as any other instructions in the treegion. Ideally,

the scheduler would have prior knowledge as to which instructions in each region

have slack. In such a case, the scheduler could limit the movement of instructions

down in the schedule to those instructions which have slack and will not result in the

unnecessary delay of critical-path instructions. Obviously, the current situation is an

undesirable one, but one that can be remedied given a framework which can locate

and make visible to the scheduler the critical paths in the code.

In a similar fashion to the previous section, Figures 3.13 and 3.14 provide the
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of di=dt savings for treegion scheduling across thresholds.

distributions of the savings in di=dt and slowdown across the range of threshold values

studied. Of particular interest in these graphs is the notably less abrupt change in

slope between the 10nJ and 7nJ data points for the di=dt savings plot. This is

indicative of the increased opportunities treegions provide for savings in di=dt at the

higher threshold values.

In summarizing the results from this section, one major issue was noted which

needs to be addressed in order to achieve the maximum bene�ts from low-power,

treegion scheduling. An accurate framework for identifying critical paths in treegions
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of slowdown for treegion scheduling across thresholds.

is necessary to ensure that only those instructions that have slack and do not reside

along the treegion's critical path are moved down to accomodate energy constraints.

The following chapter deals with this issue and proposes a technique for �nding and

marking the critical paths in treegions. In addition, a more complex technique is

proposed and discussed.
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3.5 Low-Power Scheduling Comparison - Treegions vs Basic Blocks

The previous two sections provided the initial results from the low-power scheduling

studies performed on basic blocks and treegions, respectively. In this section, the re-

sults will be combined and compared so as to solidify the claim that large, multi-path

regions must be employed in order for the proposed low-power scheduling algorithm

to be e�ective.
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Figure 3.15: Increase in di=dt savings for low-power treegion scheduling over low-

power basic block scheduling.
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The results reecting di=dt savings from the previous two sections clearly show

that treegions provide more opportunity for increased energy savings as a result of

their non-linear shape, increased ILP, and increased schedule slack over that of basic

blocks. However, the magnitude of this increase is not fully conveyed in the previ-

ous graphs. Figure 3.15 presents this information in a much clearer fashion. The

y-axis in the graph represents the factor by which the di=dt savings increases for tree-

gion scheduling over basic block scheduling for each benchmark and each threshold

value. From the graph it can be seen that low-power scheduling typically provides

energy savings which are orders of magnitude larger when scheduling in the context

of treegions as opposed to basic blocks. Note that the 15nJ bars for 130.li and the

arithmetic mean extend past the top of the graph. The values for these bars are 6008

and 790.4, respectively.

Likewise, the slowdown results given in the previous section for low-power tree-

gion scheduling do not convey the full picture. When comparing Figures 3.12 and

3.8, it might be interpreted that slowdown for treegion scheduling is worse than that

of basic block scheduling. It is important to note, however, the inherent performance

improvements that treegions provide over basic blocks, [32]. In addition, it should also

be noted that Figure 3.12 shows slowdown with respect to normal treegion schedul-

ing and not with respect to normal basic block scheduling or low-power basic block

scheduling. As a proper performance comparison, Figure 3.16 shows the speedup

provided by low-power treegion scheduling over low-power basic block scheduling.
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Figure 3.16: Speedup for low-power treegion scheduling over low-power basic block

scheduling.

The above �gures concisely demonstrate the dependence of the e�ectiveness of

low-power scheduling on the region formation algorithm employed by the compiler.

In addition, they also demostrate the e�ectiveness of treegions with respect to the

provision of schedule slack allowing signi�cant energy savings while maintaining rea-

sonably high levels of performance.
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Chapter 4

Critical-Path-First Scheduling

The results from the studies on low-power, treegion scheduling in Chapter 3 demon-

strate that the base implementation of low-power scheduling is fundamentally awed

in that it disregards the region's critical path when making decisions on which in-

structions to delay upon incurring an energy violation. This chapter deals with this

issue �rst by proposing a mechnism, called critical-path-�rst scheduling, which iden-

ti�es critical paths in treegions based on ow dependence height and then makes the

scheduler aware of these paths by giving them highest priority in the ready-list. Later

in the chapter, an additional, and possibly more accurate, mechanism for critical-path

identi�cation is discussed.

4.1 Critical-Path-First Implementation and Initial Results

The critical-path-�rst approach uses ow dependence information to determine the

existence of critical paths in treegions. This is accomplished by analyzing a tree-

gion's DDG, which is implemented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), to identify the

existing ow dependences. The critical-path through a treegion is the path which
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has the highest ow dependence height. Once the critical-path through a treegion

has been identi�ed, the DAG is resorted with the critical-path nodes having highest

priority1. The scheduler uses the resorted DAG, and performs low-power scheduling

according to the algorithm given in Figure 3.4. By having the critical-path instruc-

tions at the head of the ready-list, the scheduler checks those instructions �rst when

scheduling, which ensures that critical-path instructions are not unnecessarily delayed

when energy violations occur during scheduling. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the savings

in di=dt and slowdown, respectively, for the critical-path-�rst implementation. In

addition, Table 4.1 provides the averages for savings in di=dt and slowdown for each

threshold value.

Table 4.1: Averages for di=dt savings and slowdown for critical-path-�rst treegion

scheduling.

Threshold Value Average di=dt Savings Average Slowdown

7nJ 32.7% 25.0%

10nJ 17.9% 9.3%

12nJ 12.2% 4.0%

15nJ 5.9% 1.5%

The slowdown results given in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1 are quite surprising in that

they show that the slowdowns for the critical-path-�rst experiments have increased

1It should be noted that all instructions o� the critical path remain sorted according to the global

weight heuristic de�ned in [32] as stated in the previous chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Total di=dt savings for critical-path-�rst scheduling.

over those for the base implementation experiments with treegions. This result is

bothersome because the primary intent of the critical-path-�rst approach is to en-

sure that slowdown is kept to an absolute minimum by giving highest priority to

critical-path instructions. However, although this result is counter-intuitive, it can

be explained by examining how speculation a�ects the two implementations.
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Figure 4.2: Total slowdown for critical-path-�rst scheduling.

4.2 Analysis of Speculation E�ects on Critical-Path-First Approach

The current implementation of the LEGO instruction scheduler aggressively performs

speculation at every possible opportunity. While this provides a signi�cant perfor-

mance boost for normal list scheduling, it is a potential problem for a constraint-driven

algorithm such as low-power scheduling. The constraint-driven nature of low-power

scheduling naturally limits the amount of speculation which may be performed by the

scheduler due to the delaying of instructions to meet energy requirements. However,
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it was found that the prioritization of critical-path instructions in the critical-path-

�rst approach led to increased speculation over the base low-power implementation.

Figure 4.3 shows the increase in the number of speculated instructions in the root ba-

sic blocks of treegions for the critical-path-�rst studies over the base implementation

studies. An interesting result in Figure 4.3 are the numbers given for 124.m88ksim.

These numbers, in combination with those given in Figure 4.4, give the indication

that overspeculation is not necessarily the only reason for the increased slowdown

seen by the critical-path-�rst approach. However, it is important to note that Fig-

ures 4.3 and 4.4 reect only the increases in root basic blocks. A more encompassing

statistical analysis of the total number of speculated instructions across all blocks in

124.m88ksim shows that there is a total overall increase in the number of speculated

instructions for critical-path-�rst scheduling over the base implementation. Experi-

mental results show that the increase in the total number of speculated instructions

in all blocks of 124.m88ksim ranges from 84.4% for the 7nJ threshold to 3.3% for the

15nJ threshold.

The overspeculation of instructions into higher, more heavily weighted blocks in a

treegion overpopulates the empty slots within those blocks, preventing the movement

of slack instructions into empty slots to accomodate the constraints of low-power

scheduling. In addition, this overpopulation may lead to an increase in the number of

energy violations, resulting in further slowdown due to instruction delays necessary

to meet energy requirements. Figure 4.4 shows the increase in schedule length for the
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Figure 4.3: Increase in speculated instructions in treegion root blocks for critical-

path-�rst scheduling over base implementation.

root basic blocks in all treegions for each benchmark.

4.3 Alternative Mechanism for Prioritizing Critical Paths

One fundamental problem with the critical-path-�rst approach presented in the pre-

vious section is that it allows for the identi�cation and prioritization of potentially

multiple critical paths in a single treegion. This is a result of the use of ow depen-

dence information to identify critical paths. The problem that arises is that critical
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Figure 4.4: Increase in schedule length of treegion root blocks due to overspeculation.

paths which have little to no weight in terms of execution are given equally high

priority in the ready-list as those instructions which reside along the most heavily

weighted critical path. Ideally, only the most heavily weighted critical path would

be given priority in the ready-list. However, without accurate pro�le information or

resource constraint information, it is di�cult to statically single out the single most

heavily weighted critical path through any treegion.

Ideally, the dominant critical path would be identi�able through resource con-

straints as well as ow dependences. However, a resource constrained critical path is
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not easily identi�able during a single scheduling pass. However, it might be possible

to obtain such information by implementing a two-pass scheduler which operates as

follows: 1) schedule the original code using basic blocks, 2) register allocate to estab-

lish full resource allocations, 3) form treegions based on the register allocated code

from the �rst scheduling pass and determine the rource-constrained critical path, 4)

perform second-pass scheduling according to the critical-path-�rst approach using the

critical path from step 3. In this manner, more realistic critical paths can be deter-

mined in terms of the resource constraints of the machine as well as the original ow

dependences in the code. However, even implementing this approach does not guar-

antee the existence of a single dominant critical path at the end of step 3. It is quite

possible that equally long and constrained paths may still exist in a single treegion.

In such a case, accurate pro�le information may aid in determining the single, most

heavily weighted of those paths.

Indeed, this is just one of many optimizations to the algorithms presented in

this and the previous chapter. There is much work to be done on enhancing these

algorithms as well as improving the accuracy and applicability of the energy models

used by the scheduler. Such improvements and advancements are discussed in more

detail in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

Power dissipation is a growing concern for manufacturers and designers of high-

performance microprocessors. As clock speeds and transistor densities continue to

rise, reliability and cooling are becoming major issues due to the corresponding in-

crease in heat being dissipated. This thesis has presented a novel scheduling algorithm

for statically scheduled VLIW architectures which eliminates current spikes resulting

from the parallel execution of instructions on high-energy function units during pro-

gram execution by limiting the amount of energy which can be dissipated in the

processor core during a single cycle. By eliminating such spikes, a more uniform dis-

tribution of energy dissipation is created allowing for reduced peak power dissipation

from the processor core.

The fundamental concepts and issues regarding low-power scheduling as presented

in Chapters 2 and 3 were the process of modeling the processor's function units in

terms of their energy dissipation, the proper selection of the per-cycle energy threshold
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to obtain the desired energy savings and to control the performance degradation of

the implementation, and the provision of schedule slack by the type of region used

during compilation and scheduling. The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 show

that the low-power scheduling algorithm provides signi�cant savings in di=dt in the

execution core at the cost of varying levels of slowdown in execution time. The degree

of energy savings and slowdown incurred are totally controlled by the user and can

be easily manipulated by careful threshold selection.

5.2 Future Work

Throughout this thesis, several issues regarding needed future work have arisen. The

�rst avenue of future work which needs to be further developed in order to obtain

more accurate schedules in terms of their energy dissipation is the development and

application of more detailed energy models. Speci�cally, energy characteristics need

to be supplied to the scheduler at a �ner grain. Energy models should be applied

at the instruction level as opposed to the function unit level in order to obtain more

accuracy. For example, instead of having a single average energy dissipation value

associated with an integer ALU, each ALU operation type should have its own energy

dissipation value represented in the MDES. This is necessary because energy dissipa-

tion characteristics vary greatly from circuit to circuit, and a multiplier in a typical

ALU will not have energy characteristics in the same range as an adder. The accu-

racy of the energy models could be taken a step further to include operand switching
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information, but this may hinder the speed of the overall scheduling process unless

highly accurate pro�le information is available.

Second, more work needs to be done towards balancing the e�ects of speculation

in the context of low-power scheduling. As was demonstrated in Chapter 4, over-

speculation can result in increased slowdown which otherwise might be avoided by

properly limiting speculation. The slowdown results given in Figure 4.2 do not even

convey the full picture. These results represent speculative code increase before reg-

ister allocation. In the context of register allocation, overspeculation will also result

in excess spill and �ll code due to the potential overlapping of live ranges. This e�ect

is especially evident in machines which contain limited register resources.

A �nal avenue for potential future work regarding low-power scheduling is more

optimal selection of instructions to delay in the context of energy threshold violations.

It should be possible to analyze the DDG of each treegion in order to determine which

instructions in the graph have slack and exactly how long that slack is. This could be

accomplished through simple def-use analysis of the graph. This information could

then be used to more e�ectively guide the instruction scheduler in deciding which

instructions to delay and by how much those instructions can be delayed before certain

performance impact is incurred.

In addition to future work regarding low-power scheduling, additional work in the

general area of low-power architecture and code optization is called for. Of immediate

interest is the concept of dynamic monitoring and control of power dissipation for both
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superscalar and VLIW architectures. Techniques such as throttling the instruction

fetch and issue pipeline stages and dynamic rescheduling for low power are the types

of ideas which need further investigation. In addition, more work needs to done in

the area of high-level power anaylsis and estimation. Architects and designers need

to know as early as possible whether a speci�c hardware scheme is pheasible, not only

in terms of area and delay, but now power as well. Indeed, the low-power architecture

community has a great deal of work to do and a great deal to learn about this young

�eld of research.
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